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Abstract: Users focus upon real-time music played to them, and at the same time, also enjoys making music. We are
conducting a group survey attempting to obtain information that can help eradicate wrong assumptions in designing
systems involving music-based learning systems. Our main purpose is to present an overall midi system product. In this
paper, we exhibit our initial findings and analyses based on the music requests by users we have received to date. This
paper also deals with the separation of music into individual instrument tracks which is known to be a challenging
problem. We describe two different deep neural network architectures for this task, a feed-forward and a recurrent one,
and show that each of them yields state-of-the-art results on the SISEC DSD100 dataset. The accuracy is estimated for
each note played by the user.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This survey is based on a music conversion and processing by source separation and providing a platform to learn piano
on any song. The primary goal of the Music source separation and audio post-processing into the MIDI(MSSAPPMIDI) project is the acquisition of real-world user data so that an empirically justifiable framework can be developed
within which the sci. In the past, there had been several apps that used definite song sets which could only be used on a
specific set of music. The underlying system uses infinite sets of songs and also real-time piano as input that is applied
for correction details if any.
II.
A.

THEORY

RNN

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) is the first algorithm that remembers its input, due to an internal memory, which
makes it perfectly suited for machine learning problems that involve sequential data.It is used in the state of the art
algorithm for sequential data and are used by Apple's Siri and and Google's voice search.RNNs are a powerful and
robust type of neural network, and belong to the most promising algorithms in use because it is the only one with an
internal memory.
B.

LSTM

Long short-term memory (LSTM) is an artificial recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture which used in the field
of deep learning. Unlike standard feedforward neural networks, LSTM has feedback connections. It can process not
only single data points (such as images), but also entire sequences of data (such as speech or video). For example,
LSTM is applicable to tasks such as unsegmented, connected handwriting recognition, speech recognition and anomaly
detection in network traffic or IDSs (intrusion detection systems).
III.

RELATED WORK

Here we introduce each papers based on the technologies used in the Audio Source Separation And Note Processing
Along With Education and they are arranged in technologies bases.
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For the problem of separating concur- rent speech through a spatial filtering stage and a subsequent time-frequency
masking stage. Log-sigmoid masks are optimized to maximize the kurtosis of the separated speech. Experiments on the
Pascal Speech Separation Challenge II show significant improvements compared to previous approaches. Using the
kurtosis as a scale parameter for speech separation, we investigate the use of a linear constrained minimum variance
(LCMV) beam former. This gave significantly better results than a super directive beam former and was only slightly
inferior to the MMI beam former[1].
Taiwanese researchers have developed a sheet music generator based on deep learning techniques. The DeepSheet
system is able to generate sheet music with accuracy of approximately 76%. It would be a great help if sheet music can
be automatically generated for all kinds of music lovers, such as professional musicians, music enthusiasts, amateurs,
and other potential users. The DeepSheet system needs to be equipped the capability to detect the pauses and chords
from a given audio wave data.
The proposed system first applies a.ndouble stage HPSS as pre-processing. Features are then extracted from a filter
bank on a Mel scale and supplied as input to the deep. The blocks of our system are described in more de- tails below.
We are working on a deep neural network that learns how to classify binary signals. The architecture of the network is
determined by the hidden layers and the number of neurons or LSTM blocks within each layer.
Chords are defined by the simultaneous sounding of two or more musi- cal notes. The interval relationships between
these notes determine the type of chord. We aim to design a system capable of classifying audio frames as one of
108 chords, including 12 variations of major, minor, augmented, suspended 2nd and suspended 4th. Some systems
make use of the constant-Q transform [1, 6, 8] with some of these employing a tuning algorithm to allow for
differences in tuning. Other approaches calculate the chromagram directly from the dis- crete Fourier transform (DFT)
of the input signal.Some existing chroma calculation techniques include all energy within a given fre- quency range in
the amplitude value of a certain pitch class. Our approach identifies only the energy in the harmonics within a given
range. The square root of the magni- tude spectrum is taken to reduce the amplitude difference between harmonic
peaks. The chroma vector,C, is calculated by.P=12, the number of notes playing a rhythmic accompaniment, and. L(f)
where L is the frame size and F is the sampling frequency.
Our approach ex- amines 2 octaves of the spectrum, between 130.81Hz and523.25Hz. We hypothesise that the majority
of instruments playing a rhythmical accompaniment play the lower register of the instrument.
Each layer contains one unique neuron with a logistic activation function, whose output is an estimated probability of
presence. In [20] we show that in a super-vised gradient-trained deep neural network with random weights initialization, layers far from the output are poorly optimized. In our work, we extended this procedure to automati- cally
learn the network architecture during the training. We used the Jamendo Corpus, a publicly avail-able dataset including
singing voice activity annotations. Over-fitting is controlled by early-stopping: training starts with a step for the
gradient descentη= 10 −5 and a momentumm= 0.9.
Sudo RM -RF: Efficent networks for universal audio sorce separation is easy to see that the proposed models can
match and even out-perform the separation performance of other several state-of-the-art models using orders of
magnitude less computational requirements.
On par with many state-of-the-art approaches in the literature [2, 9, 3, 6], SuDoRM-RF performs end-to-end audio
source separation using a mask-based architecture with adaptive encoder and decoder basis. The input is the raw signal
from a mixture x ∈ R T with T samples in the time-domain. First we feed the input mixture x to an encoder E in order
to obtain a latent representation for the mixture

vx = E (x) ∈ R
CE×L
Consequently the latent mixture repre- sentation is fed through a separation module S which estimates the
corresponding masks mb i ∈ R CE×L for each one of the N sources s1, · · · , sN ∈ R T which constitute in the mixture.
The estimated la- tent representation for each source in the latent space vbi is retrieved by multiplying element-wise an
estimated mask mb i with the en- coded mixture representation vx. Finally, the reconstruction for each source bsi is
obtained by using a decoder D to transform the latent- space vbi source estimates back into the time-domain bsi = D
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(vbi). An overview of the SuDoRM-RF architecture is displayed in Fig- ure 1. The encoder, separator and decoder
modules are described in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. For simplicity of our notation we will describe the
whole architecture assuming that the processed batch size is one. Moreover, we are going to define some useful operators of the various convolutions which are used in SuDoRM-RF.
The object detector is trained for a vocabulary of C objects. In general, this detector should cover any potential soundmaking object categories that may appear in training videos. The implementation uses the Faster R-CNN [36] object
detector with a ResNet-101 [17] backbone trained with Open Images [26]. For each unla- beled training video, uses the
pre-trained object detector to automatically2 find objects in all video frames. Then, gather all object detections across
frames to obtain a video- level pool of objects. For Audio-Visual Separator the detected object re- gions to guide the
source separation process. A related design for multi-modal feature fusion is also used in [13, 30, 31] for audio
spatialization and separation. How- ever, unlike those models, our separator network combines the visual features of a
localized object region and the audio features of the mixed audio to predict a magnitude spectro- gram mask for source
separation. The network takes a detected object region and the mixed audio signal as input, and separates the portion of
the sound responsible for the object. A ResNet-18 network is used to extract visual features after the 4th ResNet block
with size (H/32) × (W/32) × D, where H, W, D denote the frame and channel dimensions. Then pass the visual feature.
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